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A protein of 321 amino acids, distributed in 5 

sushi domains

elaborated by liver, heart and kidney

Its function is not well known.

Actually 3 conformations have been described

Beta-2 glycoprotein I
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Patients IgA aB2GP1 and Iga-B2 CIC –

Have same risk of thrombosis as patients aPL negative

HR: 14.06



• B2GP1 misfolded is presented in complete form by 

HLA II (Takamura et al.)

• Recently we described elevated prevalence of IgA 

aB2GP1 in chronic kidney disease, associated to early 

graft loss by thrombosis after transplantation



Chronic Failure of kidney could produce an misfolded protein, 

so organs B2GP1-producers could sintetize an misfolded 

protein too, showing epitopes with homology to proteins of 

microorganism, that are criptic in physioligical form

Hipothesis





HR: 3.10 (1.27 - 7.61)
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IgA aB2GP1 + vs -

-More risk of early death

-More thrombotic events

Univariate analysis IgA aB2GP1 + vs -



Univariate analysis for death
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P = 0,0012 HR: 4,47

95% CI: 1,57 to 12,72

Thrombotic events in the first trimester Post-transplant 

Thrombotic events are concentrated in first 3 months

IgA aB2GP1 +

IgA aB2GP1 -
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NEG: IgA aB2GP1 NEG

CIC NEG: IgA aB2GP1 +  CIC -

CIC POS: IgA aB2GP1 +  CIC +

P = 0.001

HR: 4.77
95% CI:1.32 -17.25

•Immunecomplexes IgA/B2GP1 Increases HR

•Patients negative for CIC have same mortality 

risk than patients negative for aPL



Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

OR 95% CI OR P OR 95% CI OR P

CIC IgA-

B2GP1 5.15 1.81-14.64 0.0021 5.81 1.84-18.26 0.0026

blood type A 3.13 1.23-7.92 0.0163 4.16 1.47-11.71 0.0071

Sex (female) 2.88 1.08-7.69 0.0347 2.24 1.37-13.15 0.0121

Statistical analysis for mortality in first 3 month

CIC IgA-B2GP1 are a independent risk factor of mortality



Conclusions

•Failure of organs B2GP1 producers could induce a misfolding protein that shows criptic 

epitopes, as origin of antibodies and immunecomplexes

•Immune complexes of B2GP1-IgA is a biomarker of acute disease, that could select better 

to population at real risk of thrombotic events.

•Heart transplantation implies death in most of cases, we cannot study graft thrombosis as 

renal transplantation. 

•Limitations of study, Unicenter study, statistic associations were not too strong because of 

small sample, It is mandatory to develop further studies to confirm this hipothesis
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